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Abstract— This paper investigates the situations for automatic
selfie capture when the user selects an image with some facial
expressions as theme for template and then user try to imitate
the facial expressions from template, camera click automatically
gets triggered for a specific period and captures the best face
which matches the expression of the selected template. We plan
on doing this using facial recognition by extracting the plot
points of facial expressions of the template and comparing them
to the frame with face captured by camera sensor. We will be
comparing different parts of face which involve movements and
making of expressions like eyes, eyebrows, mouth, etc. for
comparing the expressions and the corner boundary points of
face for the orientation of face. We will be assigning different
weight balance to different parameters depending on
importance of it for the expression and the average of all the
scores will lead to the final score for comparison to find the best
match from frames. If score is better than the previous captured
image the frame will be send for processing and that image will
be captured.
Keywords – Automatic Selfie, Image Processing, Neural
Networks, Facial Points, Feature Extraction.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The usage of mobile phones has increased multi-fold in the
recent decades mostly because of its utility in most of the
aspects of daily life, such as communications, entertainment,
financial transactions, etc. This has led to the explosion of
multimedia content. With the advancement in storage space
of mobile phones more photos and videos are captured every
day. It offers an immense scope in Image Processing. In the
current scenario some models are known to extract the facial
features or the plot points of an image. In[1] plot points of an
image are extracted and prediction about facial beauty were
made. Paper[2] extracts facial features for face recognition.
Same target was achieved by [3]whereas [4]extracted facial
features for name tagging only.
In the current scenario there is no such model or method,
such that a template image is provided to a user and using
facial points of that image to match with the face of user
captured by the camera sensor and capturing the image with
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the highest normalised score of accuracy to the image
selected as template for expressions.

Fig 1: Shows basic facial plot points are map of facial points used in
security, entertainment and other applications

There are 3 basic stages of how a facial feature extraction[5]
model works: face location determination stage, facial
landmark detection stage and feature extraction stage. The
first stage deals with face detection algorithms that are to be
implemented for the facial recognition, which mainly deals
with image pre-processing and normalizing the images to
eliminate redundant areas. In the second stage, the plot points
are extracted from the face. In the third stage, it is our facial
fiducial landmarks: eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth, are
identified as the critical features for points are hence
extracted
II.

RELATED CONCEPTS

A. Face Detection
The first process in automatic face recognition is face
detection[6], which is a specific type of object detection.
The accurate detection of human faces is much more
important process. The face detection is a computer
vision technology to detect the frontal faces of the human
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from digital images or videos. This paper uses
computer vision technology for frontal faces
detection[7] by facial landmark detection of nose and
upper lips. Nose is the center point of the facial
landmarks.
B. Dlib Face Alignment
Dlib[8][9] is an open source library which provides
best environment for developing software based on
machine learning in C++. The core of the Dlib is linear
algebra with Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms
(BLAS)[10]. It is mainly used for implementation of
Bayesian networks and Kernel-based algorithms for
classification, clustering, anomaly detection, regression
and feature ranking. Dlib library has two main
components, linear algebra and machine learning
tools.[11].

•
•
•

12-point model
35-point model
Dlib’s 68-point model

Fig 2: A 12-point model where 0, and 1 represents eyes, 2 nose tip, 3, 4 and
5 represent lips and so on.

1) Linear Algebra
The linear algebra component is based on the
template expression techniques stated in the Blitz++
numerical
software
by
Veldhuizen
and
Ponnambalam (1996). Dlib used with BLAS gains
the performance and speed of the code as optimized
libraries. Dlib can perform any transformations on
all expressions by invoking the appropriate BLAS
which enables user to write equations in the most
intuitive form, thus leaving the details of the
software optimization to the library.
2) Machine Learning Tools
The main goal of this component is to provide simple and
high modular architecture for kernel based algorithms. Dlib
can be implementing on images, column vectors or any form
of structured data. Implementation of the algorithm is
entirely different from data on which they operate. The
flexibility of the Dlib is direct operation on any objects which
making it to apply custom kernels where kernel operates on
object than fixed length vector. This paper deployed the Dlib
for face alignment of the frontal faces; the alignment could be
effective for 450 of the alignment[12].
III.

Fig 3: A 35-point facial model
Left eyebrow
Right eyebrow
Left eye
Right eye
Nose bridge
Nose tip
Top lip
Bottom lip
Chin / Jaw line

Table 1: Plot points numberings of face features for the 35-point model

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. Facial Feature Extraction
There are multiple models which are used for detection of
face and extraction of facial features from it. One such
example of facial landmark detection[13] model present in
open
source
is
Dlib's68-facelandmark:
“shape_predictor_68_face_landmarks.dat”[14]. Dlib's 68-face
landmark model shows how we can access the face features
like eyes, eyebrows, nose, etc. But sometimes, we don't want
to access all features of the face and want only some features
likes, lips for lipstick application. So that is also possible
using custom training of the Dlib's 68-landmark models.
There are multiple other models with different number of
facial plot points and as we increase or decrease the number
of plot points the accuracy also increases or decreases. Some
of the models used by us in this research paper are-
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[0, 2]
[3, 5]
[6, 9]
[10, 13]
[14, 16]
[17, 19]
[20, 22] + 24
20 + 22 + 23 + 25
[26, 34]
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Vector Vi (direction) = VYi / Vxi
Left eyebrow
Right eyebrow
Left eye
Right eye
Nose bridge
Nose tip
Top lip
Bottom lip
Chin / Jaw line

[18, 22]
[23, 27]
[37, 42]
[43, 48]
[28, 31]
[32, 36]
[49, 55] + [61, 65]
49 + 55 + [66, 68]
[1, 17]

Table 2: Plot points numberings of face features for the 68-point model

#initialize dlib’s face detector and create facial landmark
predictor
Detector = dlib.get_frontal_face_detector ()
Predictor = dlib.shape_predictor (predictor_path)
#load the input image resize it and convert into grayscale
#detect faces in grayscale image
Rects = Detector(gray,1)
#loop over the face detection
for(i,rect) in enumerate(rects):
#determine the facial landmarks for the face region,
Shape = Predictor(gray,rect)
#array of landmark coordinates
Shape = face_utils.shape_to_np(Shape)
Fig 5: Code for face landmark detection

B. Face Points vector Computation
The next step after facial points extraction was to normalize
the facial feature points, so as the scale for both template
image points as well as the bitmap captured by camera sensor
were on same scale and comparable for next process of
similarity computation.
We used point 17 of the 35-point model to compute the
vectors for all points.
Vxi = Xi – X17
and
VYi = Yi – Y17
e.g. ,
Vx0 = XX0 – X17 and
VY0 = Y0 – Y17
Vx1 = X1 – X17
and
VY1 = Y1 – Y17
Vx2 = X2 – X17
and
VY2 = Y2 – Y17
Vx3 = X3 – X17
and
VY3 = Y3 – Y17
.
..
Vx33 = X33 – X17 and
VY33 = Y33 – Y17
Vx34 = X34 – X17 and
VY34 = Y34 – Y17
Where ,
Vxi = x-component of vector V for point i,
Vyi = y-component of vector V for point i,
Xi = x-coordinate for point i,
Yi = y- coordinate for point i.

C. Vector Selection
Vector selection is an important procedure before
computation of similarity between template and sensor
data[15]. In case if all vectors are considered it will increase
the similarity score between the faces. It will happen as there
are many points in face which are same for different facial
expressions i.e. facial points corresponding to fixed facial
parts and do not contribute in making different expression
using our face, e.g. – Jawline points (point 26 to 34 for 35
point model) (not all points were excluded 29, 30 and 31
were included for similarity). There are the points which only
vary in different person based on face shape and therefore
may be different for different people and hence can also
reduce the similarity expression for similar expressions. The
face parts which involve movement and contribute for
expressions are eyebrows, eyes, mouth, nose and chin. The
points used for comparing similarity of template and bitmap
from sensor for 35 point model are 0-13, 17-35 and 29-31.
D. Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity measures the similarity between two
vectors[16] of an inner product space. It is measured by the
cosine of the angle between two vectors and determines
whether two vectors are pointing in roughly the same
direction. It is often used to measure document similarity in
text analysis. A document can be represented by thousands of
attributes, each recording the frequency of a particular word
(such as a keyword) or phrase in the document. Thus, each
document is an object represented by what is called a termfrequency vector.
Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity that can be used
to compare documents or, say, give a ranking of documents
with respect to a given vector of query words. Let x and y be
two vectors for comparison. Using the cosine measure as
a similarity function, we have
Sim(x, y) = x.y / ||x|| * ||y||
where, ||x|| is the Euclidean normal of vector x=(x0, x1 ,…,
xn), defined as sqrt(x02 + x12 + x22 + …. + xn2).
Conceptually, it is the length of the vector. Similarly, ||y|| is
the Euclidean norm of vector y. The measure computes the
cosine of the angle between vectors x and y. A cosine value
of 0 means that the two vectors are at 90 degrees to each
other (orthogonal) and have no match. The closer the cosine
value to 1, the smaller the angle and the greater the match
between vectors.
Similarity = cos (θ) = (A.B) / ||A|| ||B||
= (Σ Ai * Bi) / sqrt Σ (Ai)2 * sqrt Σ (Bi)2
Fig 5: Representation of formula for cosine similarity
When attributes are binary-valued, the cosine similarity
function can be interpreted in terms of shared features or
attributes. Suppose an object x possesses the ith attribute
if xi = 1. Then xt ⋅ y is the number of attributes possessed (i.e.,

Vector Vi (magnitude) = sqrt (Vxi2 + Vyi2)
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Sim (x, y) = 0.94
int cosSimilarity (ArrayList<int> template,
ArrayList<int> sensor_data)
{
double cosSimilarityScore = 0;
cosSimilarityScore =
CalculateCosineSimilarity (template,
sensor_data);
return cosSimilarityScore;
}
private static double
CalculateCosineSimilarity (ArrayList<int>
template, ArrayList<int> sensor_data)
{
double dotProduct = DotProduct
(template, sensor_data);
double magnitudeOfTemplate =
Magnitude (template);
double magnitudeOfSensorData =
Magnitude (sensor_data);
if (magnitudeOfTemplate != 0.0 &&
magnitudeOfSensorData != 0.0)
{
return dotProduct /
(magnitudeOfTemplate *
magnitudeOfSensorData);
}
else
{
return 0.0;
}
}
private static double DotProduct
(ArrayList<int> template, ArrayList<int>
sensor_data)
{
//Not validating inputs here for
simplicity.
double dotProduct = 0;
for (var i = 0; i <
template.length; i++)
{
dotProduct += (template[i]
*sensor_data [i]);
}

Example of cosine similarity:Suppose that x and y are the first two term-frequency vectors.
x = (5, 0, 3, 0, 2, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0) and y = (3, 0, 2, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0,
1). We need to find how similar are x and y?
Using the cosine similarity between the two vectors, we get:
xty = 5*3 + 0*0 + 3+2 + 0*0 + 2*1 + 0*1 + 0*1 + 2*1 + 0*0
+ 0*1 = 25
||x|| = sqrt (52 + 02 + 32 + 02 + 22 + 02 + 02 + 22 + 02 + 02) =
6.48
||y|| = sqrt (32 + 02 + 22 + 02 + 12 + 12 + 02 + 12 + 02 + 12) =
4.12
E. Face Orientation Error
Face orientation[17] similarity is the check for comparing the
similarity in orientation of both the template face and bitmap
from sensor i.e. the direction in which both the faces are
looking or in which direction are the faces tilted. There are
two types are orientation which are computed. These are:•

Left-Right: The left-right orientation is computed by
calculating ratio of distance of x-coordinates
between points 7 and 14 to 14 and 11 ((x 7 – x14) /
(x14-x11)). Ideally this value should be close to 1
when a person is looking straight into the camera.
When the person’s head tilts towards left the value
of left-right orientation ratio becomes greater than 1
and keeps on increasing as the person keeps tilting
its head towards left. Similarly when a person looks
towards right the value of left-right orientation ratio
becomes lesser than 1 and keeps on decreasing as
the person keeps tilting its head towards right.

•

Up-Down: Similar to the left-right orientation ratio,
in up-down orientation ratio of distance of ycoordinates between points 14 and 17 to 17 and 30
((y14 – y17) / (y17-y30)). Ideally this value should be
close to 0.5 when a person is looking straight into
the camera. When the person’s looks up the value of
up-down orientation ratio becomes less than 0.5 and
keeps on decreasing as the person keeps tilting its
head upwards. Similarly when a person looks down
the value of up-down orientation ratio becomes
greater than 0.5 and keeps on increasing as the
person keeps tilting its head downwards.

return dotProduct;
}

The error for both the ratios are calculated by:Elr = (LRsensor - LRtemplate) / LRtemplate
Eud = (UDsensor - UDemplate) / LRtemplate

private static double Magnitude
(ArrayList<int> input)
{
return Math.Sqrt (DotProduct
(input, input));
}

Here,

Fig 6: Code for cosine similarity.
shared) by both x and y, and |x||y| is the geometric mean of
the number of attributes possessed by x and the number
possessed by y. Thus, sim(x, y) is a measure of relative
possession of common attributes.
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Elr = Error left-right orientation ratio
LRtemplate = Left-right orientation ratio for template
face
LRsensor = Left-right orientation ratio for sensor face
Eud = Error up-down orientation ratio
UDemplate = Up-down orientation ratio for template
face
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UDsensor = Up-down orientation ratio for sensor face

Architecture of Proposed Methodology

The root mean squares of both the errors are compared using
formula:RMSE = sqrt(Elr * Elr + 4 * Eud * Eud)
Here a factor of 4 is multiplied to Eud its value is normal case
is close to 0.5 whereas value of Elr in normal case is close to
1 and we are squaring both the errors before taking square
root.

1. Compute left-right and up-down
ratio for both template and sensor
image:

LR= - /
UD=
- /

+
-

2. Elr = (LRsensor - LRtemplate) / LRtemplate
Eud = (UDsensor - UDemplate) / LRtemplate
3.Calculate root mean square error
RMSE = sqrt(Elr * Elr + 4 * Eud * Eud)

IV.

Fig 7: Code for face orientation error.
F. Computing result by similarity and error score and
capturing image
Once we have got both the cosine similarity score and face
orientation error score we compare it to the cosine similarity
score and face orientation error score of previous captured
image[18]. When no image has been saved, the initial value
are:Cosine similarity score = 0
Face orientation error score = Integer.MAX_VALUE.
If both the score of bitmap are better than previous captured
image we send that bitmap for processing and save that image
into the memory and replace cosine similarity score and face
orientation error score with the values of current bitmap
which is saved.

RESULTS

When comparing results of cosine similarity and face
orientation ratio errors, there appeared certain cases where
the final result was not close to the template image. This
happens because of certain cases like:• If user does not try to match the expressions of
template image but the first photo with very low
similarity score will be clicked because initially
cosine similarity score is zero and any image with
face will have better similarity score.
• We also introduced max_error value for face
orientation i.e. image will not be saved if error value
for face orientation for bitmap exceeds a certain
error value. The threshold for error values were 0.5

1. initial values:
Cosine similarity score = 0
Face
orientation
error
score
=
Integer.MAX_VALUE.
2. if(
>
&&
<
)
i.
bitmap processing
ii.
save image
iii.
replace css and foe values
with the saved image

Fig 9: (A) Template image taken in which left eyebrow is raised. (B) First
image captured after detecting face.
(C) Final image captured most accurate to the template image after
trying different poses for 10-15 seconds..

A. Sample UI
The current implementation of this project is done on a
sample app designed by us. Below is the screen shot of this
sample app:-

Fig 8: Code for result computation.
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V.

CONCLUSION

We proposed an approach to use a facial feature recognition
model to obtain the facial landmarks of a face selected by
user to be called as template image. After extracting facial
landmarks when user press capture button process begins
running for 15 seconds in which bitmaps are send for
processing where facial feature points of bitmap are extracted
and compared to the facial feature points of template image
using cosine similarity and facial orientation ratios are
compared for error to now the deviation of captured bitmap
from template image. These results are compared separately
with the previous best image captured in the process (for 1 st
image we have used a minimum threshold value after
comparing so that all corner cases are covered). If scores are
better than previous stored image we send bitmap for
processing and save that image and replace cosine similarity
score and face orientation error score with scores of this
image as these are the new best scores we have for the most
similar pose and facial expressions as compared to the
template image.

Fig 10: UI of sample app.
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